A   COLOURED   HANDKERCHIEF
out the pleasant feeling that I have a minor adventure before me.
The city was packed with young men and girls in the loveliest
peasant costumes that Europe can show or in the dress of the
Sokols. Long ago, about the middle of last century, when
Czechoslovak independence seemed but a vain and distant dream,
these Sokol gymnastic societies were founded to keep alive the
idea of nationhood under the rule of the Austrian Emperors.
When the World War came the young men who had trained and
hardened their bodies in the ranks of the Sokols formed those fine
Czechoslovak Legions which fought with the French, the Russian,
the Italian armies against the Central Powers. After the war they
came back and built the army of the Czechoslovak Republic, that
army which now, in June 1938, was standing on guard at the
frontiers.
The Sokol rallies, displays of gymnastics and physical exercises
on a stupendous scale, were great events in liberated Czecho-
slovakia and united Yugoslavia after the war. They were held
every six years and chance had ordained that the greatest of all
was held in this fateful summer of 1938, in the big stadium out-
side Prague named after the President-Liberator, that Thomas
Garrigue Masaryk behind whose coffin I had walked only a few
months earlier.
It was an unforgettable pageant of Slav costjime, colour, music
and physical fitness, that mass rally in the Masaryk Stadium, with
mortal danger overhanging the city. The young men and girls
you saw in Prague in their red and grey uniforms, with the falcon's
feather in their caps, were the living proofs of the progress that the
free Czechoslovak Republic had made in nineteen years.
Its twentieth birthday, on October s8th, was at hand, and these
people confidently looked forward to it. Prague might be in ruins,
they knew, and they calmly accepted that thought. The one thing
they did not foresee was that Prague might be a vassal city,
reduced without a fight.
As I strolled down the Wenceslas Platz I saw an old lady in
peasant costume with odds and ends of embroidery in her basket,
lovely things among them. I had sometimes bought from her on
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